Facial expressions are undoubtedly the best way to express human attitude which is crucial in social communications. This paper gives attention for exploring the human sentimental state in thermal images through Facial Expression Recognition (FER) by utilizing Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Most traditional approaches largely depend on feature extraction and classification methods with a big pre-processing level but CNN as a type of deep learning methods, can automatically learn and distinguish influential features from the raw data of images through its own multiple layers. Obtained experimental results over the IRIS database show that the use of CNN architecture has a 96.7% recognition rate which is high compared with Neural Networks (NN), Autoencoder (AE) and other traditional recognition methods as Local Standard Deviation (LSD), Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN).
I. INTRODUCTION
The awareness of facial expressions allows the prediction of the human status which can facilitate the adaptation through social situations. Also in computerhuman interaction area facial expressions detection is very important as in driver fatigue detection in order to prevent the accidents on roads [1] .
In 1997 Y. Yoshitomi et al. [4] introduced a system for FER using thermal image processing and NN with an accuracy recognition rate 90% applied over image sequences of neutral, happy, surprise and sad faces of one female. Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM) model was used by Sh. Wang in 2014 for emotional recognition with an accuracy rate 62.9% over the USTC-NVIE database [5] . In 2015 a 72.4% recognition rate was achieved by Nakanishi et al. [6] using a thermal dataset consists of three subjects and three facial expressions of "happy", "neutral" and "other". The introduced system uses the 2D discrete cosine transform and the nearest-neighbor criterion in the feature vector space. Elbarawy et al. [21] in 2018 used the local entropy as a feature extractor and KNN as a classifier based on the discrete cosine transform filter achieving 90% recognition rate over the IRIS thermal database [14] .
In the 1980s, CNN was proposed by Y. LeCun [7] as a NN is composed of two main consecutive layers defined as convolutional and subsampling. In 2012 a deep CNN was presented by Hinton et al. [8] since then image recognition based CNN was given a wide tension. This paper presents CNN as an effective deep learning method to recognize facial expressions in thermal images by achieving acceptable accuracy of recognition rate compared with other recognition methods as explained later in experimental results section. CNN is specifically implemented as it reduces the pre-processing time by passing data through its multiple convolutional layers and making its own data filtering layer by layer which is worthy in real time applications [1] . The proposed system is applied over the IRIS dataset which has different poses for each subject and multiple rotation degrees as well as occlusion by glasses. Although using thermal images in recognition overcomes many challenges that faces recognition through visible images as illumination [2, 3] , thermal images has its own challenges to overcome as temperature, occlusion by glasses and poses which will be tackled in this research.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II briefly introduces feature extraction and classification methods which were used here, including NN, AE and CNN. Proposed system with phases of input, pre-processing, recognition and output are in Section III. In Section IV, an evaluation of the recognition rates Copyright © 2019 MECS I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2019, 10, 1-7 under different factors as network structure and preprocessing is illustrated. Finally, conclusions and results analysis are presented in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section briefly debates classic neural network, AEs and CNN applied on facial expression thermal images data to recognize expressions.
A. Neural Networks Based FER
NNs have two learning types, supervised and unsupervised techniques [9, 10] . This system uses the supervised technique feedforward with backpropagation training neural network [11] to train and produces a desired output as shown in Fig Scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation was used to recognize the facial expressions [12] and (1) represents the cross entropy function used for calculating the network error [13] .
Where = { (1) . …. ( ) } are the set of input images in the training data, = { (1) . …. ( ) } are the corresponding labels of input examples and ( ( ) ) is the output of the neural network given input calculated as in (2)
Where is the network weight for input . Neural network is introduced in algorithm 1. Algorithm 1: Neural Network Algorithm 1) Input pre-processed thermal images.
2) Propagate forward through the network and randomly initiate weights. 3) Generate the output expressions. 4) Calculate the network error using cross-entropy Equation 1. 5) Re-adjust weights using (3) .
Where is defined to be learning rate with proposed value 0.01 6) Goto 2 until acceptable output accuracy is reached
B. Deep Autoencoder Neural Networks Based FER
Autoencoder neural networks is an unsupervised learning for features extraction. It sets the output nodes with same dimensions as the input nodes. Therefore, a training goal is created which does not depend on existing labels but on the training data itself. This made an unsupervised optimization of the full neural network [16] .
As in general deep learning models, AEs read the input data images as a matrix or array of images. AEs mainly has two parts encoders and decoders transited as in (4) : → . : →
Where is the input vector and is the output one. The lower dimensional feature vector is represented by (5) .
Where associated weight is vector with the input unit and hidden unit, is the bias associated with the hidden unit.
Networks can use more than one AE for feature extraction. Features extracted by the first AE behaves as an input for the second AE and so on. Finally, classification is done at the softmax layer which unlike AEs its training is supervised using the training data labels. The softmax layer uses a softmax function to calculate the probabilities distribution of the images over different expressions. Architecture of AEs network is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The predicted probability for the ℎ class given a sample vector and a weighting vector is given by (6) . 
C. Convolutional Neural Network Based FER
CNN differs from general deep learning models as it can directly accept 2D images as the input data, so that it has a unique advantage in the field of image recognition [18] . A four-layer CNN architecture designed to be applied over the used dataset, including two convolutional layers (C1, C2) and two subsampling layers (S1, S2). Finally, a Softmax classifier is used for image classification. General network architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Where C1 and C2 are used with different number of convolutions and kernel sizes. After each convolutional operation an additional operation is used called Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) which is applied per pixel and replaces every negative pixel values in the feature map by zero value. Subsampling processes minimize the resolution of the functional map by max-pooling which takes the maximum response within the domestic features map size of the input (which is always the output of the convolutional layer) and reached a definite degree of invariance to deformity in the input [19] . At the fully connected layer, the output unit activation of the network made by softmax function which calculates the probability distribution of K different possible outcomes. After training, the network uses the cross entropy to indicate the distance between the experimental output and the expected output [20] .
III. FACIAL EXPRESSION RECOGNITION SYSTEM USING CNN

A. System Overview
This section introduces CNN based facial expression recognition system. The system flow is shown in Fig. 4 where the input thermal images dataset under test is manipulated to detect face to reduce noise and unify size of images before feature extraction. CNN is implemented for feature extraction as discussed previously. From the extracted classes the analysis and accuracy is calculated. Details of each module are stated below. 
C. Images Pre-processing
The system uses 90 images (60 for training and 30 for testing) with different rotations, as well as occlusion by glasses and poses. Only poses less than 45° rotation were selected.
Image Pre-processing was done to reduce unnecessary regions in the original images through two main steps: First, face detection and extracting useful regions of the face and neglecting other images parts which hold nonessential background information using Viola-Jones algorithm [15] . Fig. 6 shows samples of detected faces with different expressions. Second step was resizing extracted faces with size 120x120 and preparing a two matrices one for training images and the other for the testing images. 
D. Feature Extraction Based CNN
Proposed CNN applied over pre-processed images to extract features. CNN was robust for expression recognition with different number of convolutions and kernel sizes. The architecture of our CNN is illustrated in Fig. 7 . The architecture includes two convolutional layers, two sub-sampling layers and one fully connected layer. The network has an input of 120x120 grayscale images and outputs the credit of each expression. The first layer of the CNN is a convolution layer its objective is to extract elementary visual features as corners and borders of face parts, applies a convolution kernel size of 3x3 with stride of 1 horizontally and vertically and outputs 12 images with size 116x116 pixels. This layer is trailed by a subsampling layer that utilizes max-pooling with kernel size 2x2 at stride 2 to lessen the image to half of its size, outputs 12 images with size 58x58 pixels. Therefore, a new convolution layer performs 36 convolutions with a 3x3 kernel size and stride of 1 to guide of the past layer and trailed by another sub-sampling, with a 2x2 kernel size at stride 2, their aim is to perform the same operations as earlier, but to handle features at a lower level, perceiving contextual elements rather than borders and corners.
E. Output Module
The output module holds classification results and recognition rates which are calculated as explained earlier in section II. The general output consists of three classes, one for each expression. In case of applying CNN the outputs were given to a fully connected hidden layer that classifies images using the softmax function earlier in (6) .
The same process is done for NN and AE as feature extraction and classification techniques to be compared with CNN.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Three models were applied over the selected data to show how to overcome the challenge of thermal images as temperature, occlusion by glasses and poses. First, NN model applied over the selected data and different network structures were used. Table 1 Second model applied AE neural networks as a feature extraction and classification method. Applying different network structures could cause a great impact on the recognition rates hence a variant number of hidden layers were tested. Two level structured network were used and testing results are in Table 2 . The maximum recognition rate was made when number of the hidden neurons was 16 and 32 for first level and 8 for the second, with testing accuracy 90%. Table 3 includes processing time for applying each structure which implicates that time is directly proportional to the number of hidden layers in each level. The third applied model used a CNN with two convolutional layers. Convolutional layer one (C1) applied with different number of features map (4, 8,12 and 16) with size 3x3. The second convolutional layer (C2) applied with different number of features map (12, 24 and 36) with size 3x3 and both layers trained with 50 epochs, obtained results are shown in Table 4 with the highest recognition rate being 96.7% in testing. Table 5 shows the processing time for each applied CNN structure. Tables 3 and 5 are holding the processing time of using AEs and CNN respectively and this time is strongly related to the hardware specification which the proposed system uses. This study used a system has 64 bit operating system with 4GB RAMs and processor speed 2.20 GHz. The overall results appear in Table 6 imply that using CNNs for expressions recognition in thermal images achieve high recognition rate with 96.7% in less time compared with other recognition methods (AE and NN), since it is easier to train with the pooling operations for down sampling and its many fewer parameters than stacked AEs with the same number of hidden units. Average processing time of deep recognition methods is illustrated in Fig. 8 . Table 7 clarifies the confusion matrix of using the proposed architecture of CNN with accuracy 96.7%. Also illustrates the True Positive (TP) and False Negative (FN) rates respectively, where all images with happy and angry expressions are recognized with 100% accuracy. Surprised faces recognized with 90% TP rate, the other 10% FN rate confused with happiness expression. In real systems the subject image can be taken from a far distance which will make it hard to recognize. In order to add another challenge to the proposed system here, data augmentation was used to simulate the earlier difficulty by using a set of scaled images (horizontally and vertically). All training images were scaled by a randomly selected factor from the range vector [1 2]. Applying the same earlier CNN structure over the augmented images 10 times running for training and testing the average recognition rate was 70.9%.
V. CONCLUSION
Generally, experience and continuous testing is reliable to get the best network structure for a particular classification task. This paper holds two main approaches of conducted results, the first approach uses traditional NN for feature extraction and classification achieving 93.3% recognition rate. Second approach applies deep learning techniques as AEs and CNNs over the selected data. AEs has the longest processing time and lowest recognition rate with 90%.
A standard neural network with the same number of features as in CNN has more parameters, resulting an additional noise during the training process and larger memory requirements. CNN used the same features across the image in different locations at the convolution layer, thus immensely reducing the memory requirement. Therefore, the implementation of a standard neural system identical to a CNN will be permanently poorer.
The proposed CNN architecture as a deep supervised learner of features, detects facial expressions in thermal images with high recognition accuracy and less time compared with other deep learning model AE achieving 96.7%. In future, other architectures may be experimented to produce a higher accuracy.
